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A marker for munching
 
hen it comes to receptors for the phagocytosis of apoptotic 
cells, many have been proposed, but none has been 
proven. Now, Hoffmann et al. (page 649) report that a 
receptor for phosphatidylserine (PS) is uniquely required for 
engulfment of apoptotic cells, whereas a large number of 
other proposed receptors may function only in attachment 
of the apoptotic cell to the phagocytic cell. PS is exposed on 
the outer leaflet of cells when they become apoptotic, and 
thus it acts as a specific identifier of apoptotic cells. As for 
attachment to the phagocyte, it seems that pretty much 
anything will do.
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Myosin V: tight grip and big steps
 
oving a muscle and moving an 
organelle are two very different 
propositions. Myosin II in muscle, safely 
held in place in the highly structured 
sarcomere, can give an occasional 
shove between lengthy rests. But myosin 
V is diffusely distributed on organelles, 
and therefore must maintain a tight grip 
on an actin cable to prevent random 
diffusion of the organelle. On page
625, Moore et al. first provide 
evidence that a single myosin V molecule 
maintains that grip at least half of the 
time (compared with less than 5% of the 
time for myosin II), and then give a 
measure of the large power stroke that 
drives myosin V along the actin filament.
The power stroke has been the subject 
of much contention in the myosin field. 
Toshio Yanagida (Osaka University, 
Osaka, Japan) contends that ATP 
hydrolysis biases myosin to bobble along 
a variable number of steps (the loose-
coupling model), whereas a number of 
other researchers favor a tight-coupling 
model in which ATP hydrolysis powers 
the swinging of a lever arm and a single 
M
Myosin V makes a step of 20 nm, but a 
stride of 40 nm.
 
defined step. Moore et al. adhere to 
the latter model, and have in the past 
shown that longer levers result in 
bigger steps.
In the new work, Moore et al. use 
a laser trap to show that the double-
headed myosin V undergoes an initial, 
tightly tethered step of 19 nm, and a 
second, looser step of another 18 nm. 
The initial 19-nm step fits well with the 
previous correlation of lever length and 
step size—in the case of myosin V, 
both parameters are large. But, the 
19 nm contrasts with the 40-nm “stride” 
detected by Jim Spudich (Stanford 
University, Stanford, CA) and colleagues 
using tissue-isolated myosin V.
Moore et al. suggest that their two, 
smaller steps arise as follows. The 
myosin V starts with one head 
tethered and the other free. As the 
second head collapses toward its 
destination on the actin filament, this 
gives rise to the first 19-nm step. This 
leading head then goes through a 
power stroke, yanking the lagging 
head free, and bringing the whole 
structure forward another 18 nm. 
Thus, the 40-nm stride seen by 
Spudich may have been broken down 
into two components. 
 
 
 
Hoffmann et al. use a clever trick to get around the complexity 
of the surface of an apoptotic cell. Instead of apoptotic cells they 
use a novel target: red blood cells coated with a sandwich of 
biotin, avidin, and a single biotinylated protein. This allows 
them to test the function of a single protein in phagocyte 
recognition, rather than having to interpret the results of blocking 
experiments, which are complicated by redundancy and an 
inability to tell which step is being blocked.
Attachment is mediated by targets of any one of the many 
proposed receptors. But only added PS results in engulfment. 
The PS stimulates macropinocytosis, a process in which the cell 
takes large gulps from its surroundings by forming membrane 
ruffles that fold over and fuse to each other. In contrast, classic, 
receptor-mediated endocytosis involves the extension of a single 
pseudopod via sequential receptor engagement.
Macropinocytosis can also be stimulated by several growth 
factors, and this stimulation plus attachment is also sufficient for 
phagocytosis. This promiscuous phagocytic behavior is consistent 
with the finding that many, if not all, cells can act as phagocytes. 
Hoffmann et al. suggest that one of the things that distinguish 
classic phagocytes, such as macrophages, is the plethora of 
receptor molecules that are available on their surface for the 
initial tethering stage.
 
 
 
  Many receptors can tether (left), but few can engulf (right)
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